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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTESTING TENTATIVE RULINGS IN DEPT. 34 

 

The tentative ruling will become the Court's ruling unless by 4:00 p.m. of the court day 

preceding the hearing, counsel or self-represented parties call the department rendering the 

decision to request argument and to specify what issues are to be argued. Calling counsel 

or self-represented parties requesting argument must advise all other affected counsel and 

self-represented parties by no later than 4:00 p.m. of his or her decision to appear and of 

the issues to be argued. Failure to timely advise the Court and counsel or self-represented 

parties will preclude any party from arguing the matter. (Local Rule 3.43(2) revised effective 

1/1/15) Note: In order to minimize the risk of miscommunication, Dept. 34 prefers and 

encourages fax or email notification to the department of the request to argue and 

specification of issues to be argued – with a strong preference for email notification.  

Dept. 34’s Fax Number is: (925) 608-2693.  Dept. 34’s email address is: 

dept34@contracosta.courts.ca.gov.  Warning: this email address is not be used for any 

communication with the department except as expressly and specifically authorized by the 

court.  Any emails received in contravention of this order will be disregarded by the court 

and may subject the offending party to sanctions. 

 

Courtesy Copies at the Hearing and CourtCall Appearances 

If, in compliance with the Local Rules, argument is requested to contest a tentative ruling, 

parties are to appear personally in court and have ready to present to the court courtesy 

copies of any papers they intend to refer to during the hearing. Parties may appear via 

CourtCall on contested matters but on a “listen-only” basis unless otherwise specifically 

approved by the court in advance of the hearing. 

Submission of Orders After Hearing in Department 34 Cases 

The prevailing party must prepare an order after hearing in accordance with the 

requirements of CRC 3.1312. If the tentative ruling becomes the court’s ruling, a copy of the 

court’s tentative ruling must be attached to the proposed order when submitted to the 

court for issuance of the order. 

 

 

 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC13-02120 

CASE NAME: BONYAD VS. PANNU 

HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSES TO SPECIAL INTERROGS.  SET No. 2 

FILED BY KULJIT SINGH PANNU 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

There being no opposition, the motion is granted, and monetary sanctions are awarded 

as sought by the moving party.  Moving party to submit order consistent with the 

court’s ruling. 
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 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC13-02120 

CASE NAME: BONYAD VS. PANNU 

HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSES TO SUPP. INTERROGS.  SET No. 1 

FILED BY KULJIT SINGH PANNU 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

There being no opposition, the motion is granted, and monetary sanctions are awarded 

as sought by the moving party.  Moving party to submit order consistent with the 

court’s ruling. 

 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC13-02120 

CASE NAME: BONYAD VS. PANNU 

HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSES TO SUPP. REQUEST FOR 

PRODUCTION OF DOCS.  SET No. 1  /  FILED BY KULJIT SINGH PANNU 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

There being no opposition, the motion is granted, and monetary sanctions are awarded 

as sought by the moving party.  Moving party to submit order consistent with the 

court’s ruling. 

 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC13-02120 

CASE NAME: BONYAD VS. PANNU 

HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSES TO SUPP. INTERROGS.  SET No. 1 

FILED BY KULJIT SINGH PANNU 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

There being no opposition, the motion is granted, and monetary sanctions are awarded 

as sought by the moving party.  Moving party to submit order consistent with the 

court’s ruling. 

 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC13-02120 

CASE NAME: BONYAD VS. PANNU 

HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSES TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF 

DOCS.  SET No. 1  /  FILED BY KULJIT SINGH PANNU 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

There being no opposition, the motion is granted, and monetary sanctions are awarded 

as sought by the moving party.  Moving party to submit order consistent with the 

court’s ruling. 
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 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-02070 

CASE NAME: KING VS. DIABLO VILLA APARTMENTS 

HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL DEPOSITION WITH DOCUMENT PRODUCTION 

FILED BY DIABLO VILLA APARTMENTS, LLC 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

There being no opposition, the motion is granted.  Moving party to submit order consistent 

with the court’s ruling. 

 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-00150 

CASE NAME: VH NOODLE HOUSE VS. VUONG 

HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION OF ISSUES 

FILED BY ALEX VUONG 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

 Defendant Alex Vuong’s motion for summary adjudication is denied.  As to the first 

cause of action for conversion, the motion is denied.  Conversion is generally described as 

the wrongful exercise of dominion over the personal property of another.  See Fremont 

Indemnity Co. v. Fremont General Corp. (2007) 148 Cal.App.4th 97, 119.  The basic 

elements of the tort are:  (1) the plaintiff’s ownership or right to possession of personal 

property; (2) the defendant’s disposition of the property in a manner that is inconsistent 

with the plaintiff’s property rights, and (3) resulting damages.  Id. at 119.   

   

 The second element -- whether or not Defendant used the recipe in a way 

inconsistent with Plaintiffs’ property rights – creates a triable issue of material fact.  

Plaintiffs take the position that they took care to keep the Vien Huong Sa-te Sauce recipe a 

“secret” family recipe.  Duong, Larry and Kim Tran all testified that Defendant knew that the 

sauce recipe was a family “secret” and that it was a valuable asset of the Noodle House and 

that Defendant intentionally stole the recipe and used it to their financial detriment.  

Defendant contradicts that evidence with his own proof that the recipe for the “secret sauce” 

was never kept secret or confidential.  Larry’s parents gave both Alex and Larry the recipe 

for the sauce in order for them to manufacture and sell it as VH Foods, a year before Larry, 

Kim and the siblings from both families, opened Noodle House.  See Defendant’s Exhibit 1, 

Declaration of Larry Tran, paragraph 4; Defendant’s Evidence, Exhibit 2 (Vuong Depo. 

20:24-22:14)  Implicit in those actions is the fact that both Larry and Alex knew about the 

contents of the Vien Huong Sa-te Sauce and how it was manufactured.  Without such 

knowledge, VH Foods could not have manufactured and sold the Vien Huong Sa-te Sauce. 

 

 There is also evidence that Defendant learned the recipe for the “secret sauce” from 

watching Larry make it in the restaurant and that no precautions were ever taken to keep 

the recipe secret or confidential.  This is a direct, factual contradiction with the testimony 

from Duong, Larry and Kim.  (Facts 11, 12 – Disputed)  There is also evidence that Plaintiffs 

shared the recipe with certain employees and that Larry’s parents may have let employees 

regularly make the “secret sauce” at their own restaurant.  (Facts 11, 12 – Disputed)  

Additionally, the absence of any type of written instruction to employees or confidentiality 

agreement, while not dispositive on the confidentiality issue, is further evidence that the 

“secret sauce” was not, in fact, secret.  (Fact 12 – Disputed)  As such, there is triable issue 
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of fact as to whether Defendant wrongfully exercised dominion over the personal property of 

Plaintiffs in the form of its trade secret sauce.  

 

 Summary adjudication of the second cause of action for misappropriation of 

manufacturing process and the third cause of action for violation of the Uniform Trade 

Secrets Act is denied on the same basis.  In order to establish a violation of the Uniform 

Trade Secrets Act, Civil Section 3426.1, Plaintiffs must prove (1) they owned the recipe for 

Vien Huong Sa-te Sauce and (2) the recipe was a “trade secret.”  See Civil Code Section 

3426.1(b) and (d).   

  

 Whether the “secret sauce” was a trade secret is highly disputed.  Generally 

speaking, a trade secret is any confidential information that gives a business a competitive 

edge.  A trade secret is information that, if it were disclosed, would be economically 

valuable to the business’s competition.  Businesses must also take reasonable steps to 

maintain the secrecy of a trade secret.  A plaintiff must take steps to protect trade secrets.  

Courts have held that a recipe constitutes a trade secret only if the plaintiff sufficiently 

protects the secrecy of the recipe. See CACI 4403; DVD Copy Control Ass’n, Inc. v. Bunner 

(2003) 31 Cal.4th 864, 881; In re Providian Credit Card Cases (2002) 96 Cal.App.4th 292, 

304; Courtesy Temporary Service, Inc. v. Camacho (1990) 222 Cal.App.3d 1278, 1288.   

There are factual disputes as to whether Plaintiffs took reasonable steps to maintain the 

secrecy of the family recipe and whether Defendant made a sauce different than the 

allegedly “unique and confidential” sauce created by Plaintiffs.  (Facts 11, 12, 19, 20, 21 – 

Disputed) 

 

 The court rules on the evidentiary objections submitted by Defendant as follows:   

 

Declaration of Kimberly Tran 

 

 Kimberly Tran Decl., paragraph 4, lines 18-19:  Sustained – speculation, foundation 

 Kimberly Tran Decl., paragraph 5, lines 21-23:  Sustained – personal knowledge, 

speculation 

 Kimberly Tran Decl., page 2, paragraph 5, lines 24 to page 3, line 2:  Sustained – 

foundation, personal knowledge, speculation 

 Kimberly Tran Decl., paragraph 6, lines 3-4:  Sustained – speculation 

 Kimberly Tran Decl., paragraph 6, lines 4-5:  Sustained – speculation, personal 

knowledge 

 Kimberly Tran Decl., paragraph 6, lines 5-6.  Sustained – speculation 

 

Declaration of Larry Tran 

 

 Larry Tran Decl., paragraph 8, lines 6-9:  Overruled 

 Larry Tran Decl., paragraph 9, line 13, starting with “since” to line 14, ending with 

“detriment”:  Sustained – speculation 

 Larry Tran Decl., paragraphs 9, starting with line 14 to paragraph 10, through the 

end of paragraph (e):  Sustained – irrelevant 
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 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-00440 

CASE NAME: FINLEY VS. MCDONALD 

HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

FILED BY FUTURE FORD OF CONCORD, LLC 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Cross-Defendant Future Ford of Concord’s motion for summary judgment is denied.  

Future Ford of Concord (“Ford”) argues that Solvay had no duty and that Ford’s 

conduct was not a substantial factor in causing the accident.  

Ford argues at length that it owed no duty because the accident occurred on a public 

street. Solvay admits the accident occurred on a public street, but argues that Ford 

exercised control over the area where the accident occurred. The Court need not address 

this argument because even if Ford did not control the area of the accident, it could still 

have a duty. And as discussed below, the Court finds that Ford did in fact owe a duty.  

 “A landowner's duty of care to avoid exposing others to a risk of injury is not limited 

to injuries that occur on premises owned or controlled by the landowner. Rather, the duty of 

care encompasses a duty to avoid exposing persons to risks of injury that occur off site if 

the landowner's property is maintained in such a manner as to expose persons to an 

unreasonable risk of injury offsite. [Citations.] The Rowland factors determine the scope of 

a duty of care whether the risk of harm is situated on site or off site. [Citation.]” (Barnes v. 

Black (1999) 71 Cal.App.4th 1473, 1478-1479; see also Seaber v. Hotel Del Coronado 

(1991) 1 Cal.App.4th 481, 488 (“an abutting landowner has always had an obligation to 

refrain from affirmative conduct which results in a dangerous condition upon public streets 

or sidewalks. [Citation.]”).)   

In reply, Ford relies on Southland Corp. v. Superior Court (1988) 203 Cal.App.3d 

656, 666 and Isaacs v. Huntington Mem'l Hosp. (1985) 38 Cal.3d 112, 134 for the 

proposition that there can be no liability absent a clear lack of control. However, the 

statements in Southland and Isaacs were specific to defective or dangerous condition of 

property. These cases do not state that there is some sort of immunity from liability to 

individuals who owned land next to where an accident takes place. (See, e.g. Barnes, supra, 

71 Cal.App.4th 1473; Annocki v. Peterson Enterprises, LLC (2014) 232 Cal.App.4th 32.)  

In addition to a lack of control of the accident area, Ford argues that the conduct of 

McDonald, Solvay’s employee, was not foreseeable to Ford. Ford argues that it was not 

foreseeable that McDonald would suddenly begin to drive negligently. However, the 

evidence shows that there is a triable issue as to whether McDonald was driving negligently 

when the accident occurred. McDonald stated that he was driving 1-2 mph and saw the car-

carrier. (McDonald Depo. 103:6-16; 104:22-24.) McDonald looked both directions before 

beginning his turn onto Burnett. (McDonald Depo. 18:19-19:2.) In addition, McDonald 

stated that he saw the car-carrier but did not see Finley. (McDonald Depo. 89:18-24.) Thus, 

the trier of fact must consider the evidence and decide if McDonald was driving negligently.  
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In addition, under the facts in this case, Ford owed a duty to Finley to inform him of 

the unloading space on Ford’s property. The location where Finley parked the car-carrier 

was blocking the exit lane from Ford’s property onto Burnett. (McDonald Depo. 18:19-20; 

Finley Depo. 233:16-19.) Thus, any car leaving the Ford property and turning onto Burnett 

would have to go into the entrance lane as McDonald did here. (McDonald Depo. 18:10-16.) 

In this situation, it is foreseeable that this parking location could cause an accident when 

another vehicle was entering or exiting the Ford dealership. 

Ford was aware that Finley parked his car-carrier in that location because Ford’s 

employee told Finley that he was fine to park where he did on the day of the accident. 

(Finley Depo. 60:4-61:5.) Although Ford has suggested that the individual who spoke to 

Finley before the accident was not a Ford employee, that individual was on Ford’s property 

wearing a Hyundai shirt (the property was a joint Ford and Hyundai dealership). (Finley 

Depo. 61:4-5.) Ford has not presented evidence that this individual was not its employee 

and, in any event, the evidence presented to the Court shows at least a triable issue as to 

whether or not this individual was a Ford employee.  

In addition, Ford often had cars delivered via car-carrier and was aware that car-

carriers parked on Burnett or Diamond streets. (Boyd Depo. 63:9-11; 95:14-23; 97:19-25.) 

However, Ford had a place for car-carriers to unload on its property. (Boyd Depo. 102:8-17; 

Isaeff Depo. 131:19-132:10.) Ford did not tell Finley about this location. Finley testified that 

he no one told him there was a loading zone. (Finley Depo. 241:16-19.) Finley also wrote in 

an accident report that Ford should have had a loading zone. (Finley Depo. 232:48-21.) 

Ford admitted that a phone call could have been made to inform the car-carrier drivers of 

the parking location on Ford’s property. (Boyd Depo. 92:19-93:24.) However, Ford did not 

present any evidence that it told Finley or Finley’s employer about the parking available on 

Ford’s property. There is also no evidence that Ford put signs up providing parking 

instructions to the car-carriers drivers.  

The Court finds that it was foreseeable that the parking of the car-carrier along 

Burnett could lead to an accident with a third party.  

The Court notes that Ford only argued about foreseeability in its moving papers and 

did not address the other Rowland v. Christian (1968) 69 Cal.2d 108, 112-113 factors until 

reply. The Court will not consider Ford’s arguments on the non-foreseeability factors in 

Rowland as these should have been raised in the moving papers. However, the Court 

considered the Rowland factors other than foreseeability and finds that Ford had a duty to 

Finley to inform him that there were other safe locations where he could park the car-

carrier.  

For these reasons, the Court finds that Ford owed a duty to Finley and therefore 

summary judgment cannot be granted on this ground.  

Ford also argues that their conduct was not a substantial factor in causing the 

accident. Ford’s argument is primarily based on the statements by Finley that he made the 

decision on where to park. However, Ford has not shown that if Finley was aware of the 
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parking location on Ford’s property that Finley would still have chosen to park where he did 

at the time of the accident. In fact, Finley testified that if he was able to make the turn onto 

Ford’s property that he may have used Ford’s loading zone. (Finley Depo. 239:5-15.) Thus, 

there is a triable issue as to whether or not Finley would have parked on Ford’s property 

if informed about Ford’s loading zone and summary judgment cannot be granted on 

this ground.  

Ford’s requests for judicial notice are granted as unopposed. Solvay’s objections 

to the evidence submitted in reply are overruled. Solvay is correct that generally 

new evidence should not be submitted in the reply, however, the evidence submitted 

in reply is of additional excerpts from deposition testimony provided in the moving and 

opposition papers. 

 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-00440 

CASE NAME: FINLEY VS. MCDONALD 

FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Appear.  Parties may appear by CourtCall if line 8 is not contested. 

 

  

10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-01689 

CASE NAME: HOUSING FUND VS. CHURCH 

SPECIAL SET HEARING ON APPLICATION FOR FINAL JUDGMENT 

SET BY HOUSING GROUP FUND CORPORATION 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

There being no opposition, the application is granted. 

 

  

11.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-01710 

CASE NAME: GONZALEZ VS. FULLER 

HEARING ON MOTION TO APPROVE PROPOSED PAGA SETTLEMENT 

FILED BY JOEL VARGAS GONZALEZ, ROMAN VEGA 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

The parties have settled this case, which included a cause of action under Labor Code 

§§ 2698 et seq. (commonly and herein referred to as “PAGA”); a PAGA settlement requires 

Court approval. See Labor Code § 2699(l)(2). 

The Court first addresses the joint motion to approve the PAGA settlement (the “Motion”). 

The parties appear to agree that the Court is to review this settlement in the same manner 

that it would review the settlement of a class action. That is, the Court is to protect the 

interests of absent parties whose rights may be affected by the settlement. 

In its present form, the Court cannot approve the settlement. However, the Court believes 

that the issues with the settlement can be cured fairly easily, and to save the parties time 
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and expense, the Court will not require the Motion to be re-filed, re-served, and re-noticed. 

It is continued to April 7, 2016 to permit the parties an opportunity to address the issues 

raised below. In the interest of clarity, the parties may still contest this tentative ruling 

using the normal procedure if they wish; the Court will hear argument on January 13, 2017 

at 9:00 a.m. if any party wishes to be heard and that party has followed the proper protocol 

for requesting same.  

In the first instance, Labor Code § 2699(l)(2) states: 

The superior court shall review and approve any settlement of any civil action 

filed pursuant to this part. The proposed settlement shall be submitted to the 

agency at the same time it is submitted to the court. 

As the parties note, there is a dearth of authority to guide the Court in approving or not the 

settlement of a case including a PAGA cause of action. However, the plain language of § 

2699(l)(2) requires the settlement agreement to be submitted to the LWDA at the same 

time it is submitted to the Court. There is nothing in the record to suggest that the parties 

have complied with this requirement. Presumably, the requirement that the proposed 

settlement be submitted to the LWDA is so that agency can review and comment on the 

settlement. The Court will provide detail relative to the submission of the settlement to the 

LWDA below.  

The Court has reviewed the settlement carefully. It approves the total amount of the 

settlement ($190,000). It approves the payout timetable set forth in the papers ($80,000 

by October 17, 2016; $55,000 by March 17, 2017; $55,000 by August 17, 2017, or a 

similar timetable modified by the parties as discussed below). It approves an allocation of 

$6,740.57 to Villegas Carrera LLP for costs related to this litigation. The Court has 

two specific concerns, however, that result in the Court not approving the remainder of 

the settlement.  

First, the settlement and the Villegas Declaration both indicate that payment to the PAGA 

Claimants will not occur until the final installment payment in August 2017. (Motion 7:18-

20; Villegas Declaration ¶ 20.) The papers also indicate that the financial condition of 

Defendants is what necessitated the settlement being paid in installments. Thus, it appears 

that the settlement requires the PAGA Claimants (precisely those individuals who, as non-

parties to this litigation, have virtually no say in the terms of the settlement) to bear all of 

the risk that the August 2017 payment is not made and that they will therefore recover 

nothing while simultaneously giving up their right to pursue PAGA penalties. This is not 

acceptable. Each installment payment should be split on a pro rata basis between the five 

recovery “pools.” (The Court identifies the following five pools: (i) Mr. Gonzalez; (ii) Mr. 

Vega; (iii) Labor Code § 558 penalties; (iv) PAGA civil penalties with the 75/25 split; and (v) 

Villegas Carrera.) That is, since Mr. Gonzalez is to receive $32,500, or 17.1% of the overall 

settlement, he should receive 17.1% of each installment payment. Likewise for all of the 

other recovery pools. That way, none of the “pools” bears an unfair share of the risk that 

one or more payments is not made. The settlement should state explicitly not only the 

monetary breakdown of the total $190,000 settlement, but the breakdown of each 

installment payment. 

Second, Villegas Carrera is seeking $76,259.43 in attorneys’ fees. In the class action 

context (the parties encourage the Court to analogize its approval of the instant PAGA 

settlement to that context), California courts are permitted to use two different methods to 

compute the appropriate attorney fee award: the “lodestar” method, and the “percentage of 
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the fund” method. Lafitte v. Robert Half International, Inc. (2016) 1 Cal.5th 480, 490, 497, 

503. Ordinarily, courts in class actions award between 25 and 33 1/3% of the overall 

settlement as attorneys’ fees, under the percentage-of-the-fund benchmark. Id. at p. 495. 

The Court has the discretion to utilize a percentage of the fund benchmark and to conduct – 

or forego – a “lodestar cross-check.” Id. at p. 506.  

It appears to the Court that the settlement here has created a common fund; i.e., a pool of 

money from which all of the various allocated amounts are to be paid. The amount sought 

by Villegas Carrera as legal fees represents 40.14% of the overall settlement fund. That is 

not in line with the typical benchmark percentage awarded by courts in common fund cases. 

Exhibit 2 to the Villegas Declaration indicates that the Villegas Carrera firm spent 343.1 

hours working on this matter, and, at customary rates, would have charged $194,356 for 

that work, an average of $566.47 per hour. Ms. Villegas appears to have considerable 

experience and expertise in this area of litigation, and spent 79 hours of time working on 

this matter, for which her rate was $750 per hour. However, there is no evidence before 

the Court bearing on the experience or expertise of Ms. Goldstein, who spent 122.9 hours 

working on this matter; Exhibit 2 sets Ms. Goldstein’s rate at an identical $750 per hour. 

Mr. Corres asks for $300 per hour; a check of the state bar website indicates that Mr. Corres 

only has been practicing since December 2014. And Ms. Donis, apparently a non-attorney 

“clerk,” asks for $200 per hour. There is no evidence before the Court concerning the 

experience and expertise of Mr. Corres or Ms. Donis, either. In short, the Court has 

exercised its discretion and conducted a lodestar cross-check, and does not find that the 

lodestar cross-check supports the fee award sought by Villegas Carrera.  

The Court will approve $63,327 in attorneys’ fees, which is one-third of the $190,000 

settlement fund. The balance of the money ($12,932.43) should be re-allocated on a 

pro rata basis to the other four “recovery pools.” 

Disposition 

The Motion is continued as set forth below. 

(1) The settlement must be modified to address the Court’s concerns above with respect 

to attorneys’ fees and installment allocation; 

(2) On or before January 20, 2017, a declaration by counsel (for either side) must be 

filed and served that indicates that the proposed settlement (incorporating the 

revisions set forth above) has been transmitted to the LWDA. The LWDA should be 

advised that the parties are to report back to the Court on or before March 20, 2017, 

so the LWDA should provide its response (if any) in time for the parties to 

incorporate same into their report to the Court; 

(3) On or before March 20, 2017, a declaration by counsel (for either side) 

must be filed and served indicating the LWDA’s response (or lack thereof) to the 

proposed settlement; 

(4) If the continuance affects the timetable for the installment payments set forth in 

the settlement, that timetable may be adjusted as the parties see fit; 

(5) The Motion is set for a continued hearing on April 7, 2017 at 9:00 a.m., at which 

time the Court will again consider approving the settlement. 
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12.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-02152 

CASE NAME: STIPIC VS. LITTLE ANGELS 

HEARING ON MINOR'S COMPROMISE 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Guardian ad litem and guardian’s counsel to appear. Counsel to voir dire client as to all 

material terms of the settlement.  Minor need not appear. 

 

  

13.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-00099 

CASE NAME: KAO VS. CUI 

HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 3rd Amended COMPLAINT of KAO 

FILED BY OLD REPUBLIC TITLE COMPANY 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

           Defendant Old Republic Title Company’s demurrer to the Third Amended Complaint 

is sustained without leave to amend. Plaintiff has failed to allege facts sufficient to state 

a cause of action for Implied Contractual Indemnity (3rd Cause of Action.)  

 

 Plaintiff alleges Old Republic was obligated by its contract with co-defendants Cui 

and Irwin and Betty Ku to perform a title search to ensure marketable title. Plaintiff alleges 

he is entitled to implied indemnity based on Defendant Old Republic’s failure to conduct 

a title search, which allegedly breached the escrow contract between Old Republic and Cui 

and the KUs. 

  

  For the purpose of testing the sufficiency of the cause of action, the demurrer 

admits the truth of all material facts properly pleaded. “The court does not, however, 

assume the truth of contentions, deductions or conclusions of law. (Aubry v. Tri-City 

Hospital Dist. (1992) 2 Cal.4th 962, 967.  Here, Plaintiff’s allegation that Old Republic 

was obligated to conduct a title search is a conclusion of law and fact and not entitled to 

assumption of truth.   

  

   Implied contractual indemnity is a form of equitable indemnity, arising from 

equitable considerations arising from either the contractual language not specifically dealing 

with indemnification or from the equities of the specific matter (Sehulster Tunnels/Pre-Con 

v. Traylor Brothers, Inc./Obayashi Corp. (2003) 111 Cal.App.4th 1328, 1350.)  “Implied 

contractual indemnity is applied to contract parties and is designed to apportion loss among 

contract parties based on the concept that one who enters a contract agrees to perform the 

work carefully and to discharge foreseeable damages resulting from that breach. [Citation.]” 

(Sehulster Tunnels/Pre-Con v. Traylor Brothers, Inc./Obayashi Corp. (2003) 111 

Cal.App.4th 1328, 1350.    

 

  “Traditional equitable indemnity and implied contractual indemnity share a key 

feature that distinguishes them from express indemnity: unlike express indemnity, neither 

traditional equitable indemnity nor implied contractual indemnity is available ‘in the absence 

of a joint legal obligation to the injured party’…  Thus, no indemnity may be obtained from 

an entity that has no pertinent duty to the injured third party…”   (Jocer Enterprises, Inc. v. 

Price (2010) 183 Cal.App.4th 559, 573-574.)  
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 Here, as a matter of law, Old Republic owed no duty to Plaintiff to search the title.  

“An escrow involves the deposit of documents and/or money with a third party to be 

delivered on the occurrence of some condition. [Citations.] An escrow holder is an agent and 

fiduciary of the parties to the escrow. [Citations.] The agency created by the escrow is 

limited—limited to the obligation of the escrow holder to carry out the instructions of each of 

the parties to the escrow.” (Summit Financial Holdings, Ltd. v. Continental Lawyers Title Co. 

(2002) 27 Cal.4th 705, 711.)   

 

 Secondly, a title insurer generally owes no duty to undertake a thorough search of 

the records or to disclose impediments unless the title company is contracted to prepare an 

abstract of title.  (Siegel v. Fidelity Nat. Title Ins. Co. (1996) 46 Cal.App.4th 1181, 1194.)  

There are no allegations that either the Cui or the Kus engaged Old Republic to prepare an 

abstract of title.    

 

           Even if Old Republic had been employed to prepare an abstract of title, the duty is 

owed to the ‘person who has contracted for the receipt of such representation.”  Insurance 

Code § 12340.10.   

   

 As a matter of law, Plaintiff failed to allege breach of a duty owed to him by 

Old Republic.  

 

 Plaintiff has failed to demonstrate how an amendment will change the legal effect of 

his pleading.  Plaintiff has the burden of demonstrating that there is a reasonable possibility 

that the defect can be cured by amendment. (Goodman v. Kennedy (1976) 18 Cal.3d 335, 

349.)  Plaintiff has had ample opportunities to cure defects. The demurrer is therefore 

sustained without leave to amend. 

 

  

14.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-00490 

CASE NAME: AKBARI VS. FIRSTGROUP 

JURY TRIAL - LONG CAUSE / 8 DAY(S) 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Vacated – court has been notified that case has settled. Dismissal to be filed no later than 

February 27, 2017. 

 

  

15.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01039 

CASE NAME: BERNARDO VS. PNC 

HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT of BERNARDO 

FILED BY PNC BANK, N.A. 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

There being no opposition, the demurrer is sustained without leave to amend. 
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16.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01162 

CASE NAME: TYLER VS. WILLOW PASS HEALTHCARE 

HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION 

FILED BY WILLOW PASS HEALTHCARE CENTER 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Continued by the Court to January 20, 2017 at 9:00 a.m. in Department 34. 

 

  

17.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01162 

CASE NAME: TYLER VS. WILLOW PASS HEALTHCARE 

HEARING ON MOTION FOR STAY 

FILED BY WILLOW PASS HEALTHCARE CENTER 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Continued by the Court to January 20, 2017 at 9:00 a.m. in Department 34. 

 

  

18.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01162 

CASE NAME: TYLER VS. WILLOW PASS HEALTHCARE 

FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Continued by the Court to January 20, 2017 at 9:00 a.m. in Department 34. 

 

  

19.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01340 

CASE NAME: ROBINSON VS. SACOR FINANCIAL 

HEARING ON MOTION FOR ORDER COMPELLING ANSWERS TO DISCOVERY 

FILED BY RAYMOND H. ROBINSON 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

The court has been informed by Judge Richard Flier (Ret.) that this case has settled. 

Pending dismissal, this matter is continued to March 17, 2017 at 9:00 a.m. in Dept. 34.  

 

  

20.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01340 

CASE NAME: ROBINSON VS. SACOR FINANCIAL 

HEARING ON MOTION FOR ORDER SETTING ASIDE AND VACATING DEFAULT 

FILED BY SACOR FINANCIAL, INC. 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

The court has been informed by Judge Richard Flier (Ret.) that this case has settled. 

Pending dismissal, this matter is continued to March 17, 2017 at 9:00 a.m. in Dept. 34.  
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21.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01340 

CASE NAME: ROBINSON VS. SACOR FINANCIAL 

CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

The court has been informed by Judge Richard Flier (Ret.) that this case has settled. 

Pending dismissal, this matter is continued to March 17, 2017 at 9:00 a.m. in Dept. 34.  

 

  

22.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01429 

CASE NAME: SHEHADEH VS. PMR FIDUCIARY SERVICE 

HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT of SHEHADEH 

FILED BY PMR FIDUCIARY SERVICE, et al. 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

There being no opposition, the demurrer is sustained without leave to amend. 

 

  

23.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01429 

CASE NAME: SHEHADEH VS. PMR FIDUCIARY SERVICE 

HEARING ON OSC RE WHY $350.00 SANCTIONS SHOULD NOT BE IMPOSED 

AS TO HANA SHEHADEH FOR FAILURE TO APPEAR 12/7/16 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Vacated in light of court having sustained the demurrer without leave to amend. 

 

  

24.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01429 

CASE NAME: SHEHADEH VS. PMR FIDUCIARY SERVICE 

HEARING ON OSC RE: WHY $350.00 SANCTIONS SHOULD NOT BE IMPOSED 

AS TO YAHYA SHIHADA FOR FAILURE TO APPEAR 12/7/16 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Vacated in light of court having sustained the demurrer without leave to amend. 

 

  

25.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01429 

CASE NAME: SHEHADEH VS. PMR FIDUCIARY SERVICE 

FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Vacated in light of court having sustained the demurrer without leave to amend. 
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26.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-02009 

CASE NAME: FAIR VS. ESTRADA 

SPECIAL SET HEARING RE FEE WAIVER REQUEST AND COURT’S NEED FOR 

GREATER DETAIL IN RE INCOME & EXPENSES 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Appear. 

 

  

27.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-02040 

CASE NAME: WONG VS. TAN 

HEARING ON MOTION TO VACATE ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL 

FILED BY RUILIAN TAN 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Motion is denied. Counsel are reminded that a Case Management Conference is scheduled 

for March 22, 2017 at 9:00 a.m. in Dept. 34.  

  

28.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSL15-00430 

CASE NAME: VICTORIA FIRE & CASUALTY VS. LIZA ANNE KUNEY 

HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT JUDGMENT 

FILED BY LIZA ANNE KUNEY 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Appear. 

  

29.  TIME:  10:00   CASE#: MSN16-1912 

CASE NAME: PETITION OF SYMETRA ASSIGNED BENEFITS SERVICE COMPANY 

HEARING ON PETITION FOR APPROVAL OF TRANSFER OF STRUCT. SETTLEMENT 

FILED BY SYMETRA ASSIGNED BENEFITS SERVICE COMPANY 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Unless CourtCall was approved for any party, appearance in court is required. 

 

NB: The time of hearing has been moved to 10:00 a.m.  
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30.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN16-1949 

CASE NAME: DOE VS. SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE 

HEARING ON MOTION FOR ORDER GRANTING LEAVE TO TAKE DISCOVERY 

FILED BY JOHN DOE 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Motion is denied without prejudice.  Motion is premature in light of the fact that the 

administrative record has not as yet been designated. 

 

  

31.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN16-2212 

CASE NAME: 1550 OLY BOULEVARD LLC VS. AMERITASTE, LLC 

HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

FILED BY AMERITASTE, LLC, RAMIN BEHTASH, SHARON BEHTASH 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Defendants’ motion for summary judgment is denied.  

The Complaint alleges that Defendants owe $131,964.53 in unpaid rent and that a 

five day notice to pay or quit was served on Defendants in November 2016. The five day 

notice was issued pursuant to both Code of Civil Procedure §1161(2) and §1161.1. A notice 

under 1161(2) must state the exact amount owed. While a notice under 1161.1 need only 

reasonably estimate the amount owed. Generally, a notice to pay rent or quit must be 

served within one year after the rent becomes due. (Levitz Furniture Co. v. Wingtip 

Communications (2001) 86 Cal.App.4th 1035, 1042.) However, a notice under CCP §1161.1 

could request unpaid rent of more than one year and be valid if the amount of rent 

requested was a reasonable estimate of the actual rent owed. (Ibid.)   

In their moving papers, Defendants argued that they had paid all rent within one 

year from service of the notice and currently owed only three months of missed rent. Thus, 

Defendants’ claim that the notice unreasonably overestimated the amount of rent owed. 

Defendants presented evidence that at the time the five day notice was served, the only 

months where Defendants failed to pay rent were October 2014, November 2014 and 

January 2015. (Behtash Decl. ¶¶ 11-12.) Defendants also presented evidence that they paid 

all rent owed from November 2015 to November 2016. (Behtash Decl. ¶11 and Ex. A.) 

Plaintiff’s objections to the declaration of Behtash are overruled. Nevertheless, the evidence 

attached to the declaration of Rooney shows there are triable issues as to the statements 

made by Behtash.  

Defendant Ameritaste’s response to form interrogatory no. 71.4 lists all dates where 

late rent payments were made. Ameritaste did not list October 2014, November 2014 or 

January 2015 in its response, which was verified by Behtash. Behtash has not explained 

why there is a discrepancy between the late payments listed in his declaration and those 

listed in the interrogatory response. In addition, a November 18, 2016 email from Behtash 

discusses not only 3 missed payments in 2014, but also unpaid amounts from 2011 to 2012, 

which Behtash states total $85,043. The moving papers claimed that only three months of 
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rent were owed, however, Behtash’s email makes clear that more than three months were 

owed. These inconsistencies show triable issues of material fact.  

Defendants claim that they paid all rent owed from November 2015 to November 

2016. (Behtash Decl. ¶11 and Ex. A.) However, Plaintiff disagrees. Keadjian states that no 

portion of rent which became due for May to November 2016 has been paid. (Keadjian Decl. 

¶ 10.) This is too is a triable issue of material fact. 

There is also a triable issue as to whether or not Plaintiff applied rent payments to 

the oldest balance due. (See Keadjian Decl. ¶ 9 and Behtash Reply Decl. ¶ 2.) Behtash’s 

declaration disputes Keadjian’s statement, which clearly shows a triable issue of material 

fact.  

In addition, the Court notes that Behtash’s email stated that Defendants owed 

$85,043 while Keadjian declaration claims they owed $162,060.07 in November 2016. 

Again, there is a triable issue as to the amount actually owed by Defendants and 

whether the amount set forth in the notice was a reasonable estimate of the amount owed. 

 

  

32.  TIME:  9:30   CASE#: MSL15-03019 

CASE NAME: MOUNTAIN LION ACQUISITIONS VS. JOSEPH MINOR 

HEARING ON DEFAULT ( PROVE-UP) 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Appear. 

 

  

33.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSC13-00422 

CASE NAME: CHAVEZ VS. CHOWDHURY 

JURY TRIAL - LONG CAUSE / 5 DAY(S) 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Appear. 

 

  

34.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSN16-0152 

CASE NAME: HILDEBRAND VS. EQUIS INSTITUTIONAL, INC. 

COURT TRIAL - SHORT CAUSE / 003 DAY(S) 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Appear. 
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35.  TIME: 9:01 CASE#: MSN16-2212 

CASE NAME 1550 OLY BOULEVARD VS. AMERITASTE, LLC 

FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 

* TENTATIVE RULING: * 

 

Appear.  Parties may appear by CourtCall if Line 31 is not contested. 

 

 

 


